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Abstract

Multi-Agent Policy Gradient (MAPG) has made significant
progress in recent years. However, centralized critics in
state-of-the-art MAPG methods still face the centralized-
decentralized mismatch (CDM) issue, which means sub-
optimal actions by some agents will affect other agent’s policy
learning. While using individual critics for policy updates
can avoid this issue, they severely limit cooperation among
agents. To address this issue, we propose an agent topology
framework, which decides whether other agents should be con-
sidered in policy gradient and achieves compromise between
facilitating cooperation and alleviating the CDM issue. The
agent topology allows agents to use coalition utility as learning
objective instead of global utility by centralized critics or local
utility by individual critics. To constitute the agent topology,
various models are studied. We propose Topology-based multi-
Agent Policy gradiEnt (TAPE) for both stochastic and deter-
ministic MAPG methods. We prove the policy improvement
theorem for stochastic TAPE and give a theoretical explana-
tion for the improved cooperation among agents. Experiment
results on several benchmarks show the agent topology is able
to facilitate agent cooperation and alleviate CDM issue re-
spectively to improve performance of TAPE. Finally, multiple
ablation studies and a heuristic graph search algorithm are
devised to show the efficacy of the agent topology.

1 Introduction
Recent years has witnessed dramatic progress of reinforce-
ment learning (RL) and multi-agent reinforcement learning
(MARL) in real life applications, such as unmanned vehi-
cles (Liu et al. 2022), traffic signal control (Noaeen et al.
2022) and on-demand delivery (Wang et al. 2023). Taking
advantage of the centralized training decentralized execution
(CTDE) (Oliehoek, Spaan, and Vlassis 2008; Kraemer and
Banerjee 2016) paradigm, current cooperative MARL meth-
ods (Du et al. 2023; Wang et al. 2020a,b; Peng et al. 2021;
Zhang et al. 2021; Zhou, Lan, and Aggarwal 2022) adopt
value function factorization or a centralized critic to pro-
vide centralized learning signals to promote cooperation and
achieve implicit or explicit credit assignment. Multi-agent
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policy gradient (MAPG) (Lowe et al. 2017; Foerster et al.
2018; Zhou et al. 2020; Zhang et al. 2021; Zhou, Lan, and
Aggarwal 2022; Du et al. 2019) applies RL policy gradient
techniques (Sutton and Barto 2018; Silver et al. 2014; Lilli-
crap et al. 2015) to the multi-agent context. In CTDE, MAPG
methods adopt centralized critics or value-mixing networks
(Rashid et al. 2020b,a; Wang et al. 2020a) for individual
critics so that agents can directly update their policies to max-
imize the global Q value Qπ

tot in their policy gradient. As a
result, agents cooperate more effectively and obtain better
expected team rewards.

The centralized critic approach has an inherent problem
known as centralized-decentralized mismatch (CDM) (Wang
et al. 2020c; Chen et al. 2022). The CDM issue refers to
sub-optimal, or explorative actions of some agents negatively
affecting policy learning of others, causing catastrophic mis-
coordination. The CDM issue arises because sub-optimal or
explorative actions may lead to a small or negative central-
ized global Q value Qπ

tot, even if other agents take good or
optimal actions. In turn, the small Qπ

tot will make the other
agents mistake their good actions as bad ones and interrupt
their policy learning. The Decomposed Off-Policy (DOP) ap-
proach (Wang et al. 2020c) deals with sub-optimal actions of
other agents by linearly decomposed individual critics, which
ignore the other agents’ actions in the policy gradient. But
the use of individual critics severely limits agent cooperation.

We give an example to illustrate the issue of learn-
ing with centralised critics and individual critics respec-
tively. Consider an one-step matrix game with two agents
A, B where each agent has two actions a0, a1. Reward
R(a0, a0) = 2, R(a0, a1) = −4, R(a1, a0) = −1 and
R(a1, a1) = 0. Assume agent A has a near-optimal pol-
icy with probability ϵ choosing non-optimal action a1
and is using the COMA centralized critic (Foerster et al.
2018) for policy learning. If agent A takes optimal ac-
tion a0 and B takes the non-optimal action a1, agent A’s
counterfactual advantage AdvA(a0, a1) = Qπ

tot(a0, a1) −
[(1− ϵ)Qπ

tot(a0, a1) + ϵQπ
tot(a1, a1)] = −4ϵ < 0, which

means agent A will mistakenly think a0 as a bad action. Con-
sequently, the sub-optimal action of agent B causes agent
A to decrease the probability of taking optimal action a0
and deviate from the optimal policy. Similar problems will
occur with other centralized critics. If we employ individ-
ual critics, however, cooperation will be limited. Assume
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both agents’ policies are initialized as random policies and
learning with individual critics. For agent A, QA(a0) =
EaB∼πB

[Qπ
tot(a0, aB)] = 0.5×2−0.5×4 = −1. Similarly,

we can get QA(a1) = −0.5, QB(a0) = 0.5, QB(a1) = −2.
The post-update joint-policy will be (a1, a0) and receive re-
ward −1, which is clearly sub-optimal.

In this paper, we aims to alleviate the CDM issue without
hindering agent’s cooperation capacity by proposing an agent
topology framework to describe the relationships between
agents’ policy updates. Under the agent topology framework,
agents connected in the topology consider and maximize each
other’s utilities. Thus, the shared objective makes each indi-
vidual agent forms a coalition with its connected neighbors.
Agents only consider the utilities of agents in the same coali-
tion, facilitating in-coalition cooperation and avoiding influ-
ence of out-of-coalition agents. Based on the agent topology,
we propose Topology-based multi-Agent Policy gradiEnt
(TAPE) for both stochastic and deterministic MAPG, where
the agent topology can alleviate the bad influence of other
agents’ sub-optimality without hindering cooperation among
agents. Theoretically, we prove the policy improvement theo-
rem for stochastic TAPE and give a theoretical explanation
for improved cooperation by exploiting agent topology from
the perspective of parameter-space exploration.

Empirically, we use three prevalent random graph models
(Erdős, Rényi et al. 1960; Watts and Strogatz 1998; Albert
and Barabási 2002) to constitute the agent topology. Results
show that the Erdős–Rényi (ER) model (Erdős, Rényi et al.
1960) is able to generate the most diverse topologies. With
diverse coalitions, agents are able to explore different coop-
eration patterns and achieve strong cooperation performance.
Evaluation results on a matrix game, Level-based foraging
(Papoudakis et al. 2021) and SMAC (Samvelyan et al. 2019)
show that TAPE outperforms all baselines and the agent
topology is able to improve base methods’ performance by
both facilitating cooperation among agents and alleviating
the CDM issue. Moreover, to show the efficacy of the agent
topology, we conduct multiple studies and devise a heuristic
graph search algorithm.

Contributions of this paper are three-fold: Firstly, We pro-
pose an agent topology framework and Topology-based multi-
Agent Policy gradiEnt (TAPE) to achieve compromise be-
tween facilitating cooperation and alleviating CDM issue;
Secondly, we theoretically establish policy improvement the-
orem for stochastic TAPE and elaborate the cause for im-
proved cooperation by agent topology; Finally, empirical
results demonstrate that the agent topology is able to alle-
viate the CDM issue without hindering cooperation among
agents, resulting in strong performance of TAPE.

2 Preliminaries
The cooperative multi-agent task in this paper is modelled
as Decentralized Partially Observable Markov Decision
Process (Dec-POMDP) (Oliehoek and Amato 2016). A Dec-
POMDP is a tuple G = ⟨I, S,A, P, r,O, O, n, γ⟩, where
I = {1, .., n} is a finite set of n agents, S is the state space,
A is the agent action space and γ is a discount factor. At
each timestep, every agent i ∈ I picks an action ai ∈ A
to form the joint-action a ∈ A = An to interact with the

environment. Then a state transition will occur according to
a state transition function P (s′|s, a) : S ×A× S → [0, 1].
All agents will receive a shared reward by the reward func-
tion r(s, a) : S × A → R. During execution, every agent
draws a local observation o ∈ O by an observation function
O(s, a) : S × A → O. Every agent stores an observation-
action history τa ∈ T = (O ×A), based on which agent i
derives a policy πi(ai|τi). The joint policy π = {π1, .., πn}
consists of policies of all agents. The global Q value func-
tion Qπ

tot(s, a) = Eπ[
∑

i=0 γ
irt+i|st = s, at = a] is the

expectation of discounted future reward summed over the
joint-policy π.

The policy gradient in stochastic MAPG method DOP
is: g = Eπ

[∑
i ki(s)∇θi log πi(ai|τi)Qϕi

i (s, ai)
]
, where

ki ≥ 0 is the positive coefficient provided by the mixing
network, and the policy gradient in deterministic MAPG
methods is g = ED

[∑
i ∇θiπi(τi)∇ai

Qπ
tot(s,a)|ai=πi(τi)

]
,

where Qπ
tot is the centralized critic and πi is the policy of

agent i parameterized θi.

3 Related Work
Multi-Agent Policy Gradient The policy gradi-
ent in stochastic MAPG methods has the form
Eπ [

∑
i ∇θi log πi(ai|τi)Gi] (Foerster et al. 2018; Wang

et al. 2020c; Lou et al. 2023b; Chen et al. 2022), where
objective Gi varies across different methods, such as
counterfactual advantage (Foerster et al. 2018) and polarized
joint-action value (Chen et al. 2022). The objective in DOP
is individual aristocratic utility (Wolpert and Tumer 2001),
which ignores other agents’ utilities to avoid the CDM
issue, but the cooperation is also limited by this objective.
It is worth noting that polarized joint-action value (Chen
et al. 2022) also aims to address the CDM issue, but it only
applies to stochastic MAPG methods, and the polarized
global Q value can be very unstable. Deterministic MAPG
methods use gradient ascent to directly maximize the
centralized global Q value Qπ

tot. Lowe et al. (Lowe et al.
2017) model the global Q value with a centralized critic.
Current deterministic MAPG methods (Zhang et al. 2021;
Peng et al. 2021; Zhou, Lan, and Aggarwal 2022) adopt
value factorization to mix individual Q values to get Qπ

tot.
As the global Q value is determined by the centralized critic
for all agents, sub-optimal actions of one agent will easily
influence all others.
Topology in Reinforcement Learning Adjodah et al. (Ad-
jodah et al. 2019) discuss the communication topology is-
sue in parallel-running RL algorithms such as A3C (Mnih
et al. 2016). Results show that the centralized learner im-
plicitly yields a fully-connected communication topology
among parallel workers, which will harm their performance.
In MARL with decentralized training, communication topol-
ogy is adopted to enable inter-agent communication among
networked agents (Zhang et al. 2018; Wang et al. 2019; Ko-
nan, Seraj, and Gombolay 2022; Du et al. 2021). The com-
munication topology allows agent to share local information
with each other during both training and execution and even
achieve local consensus, which further leads to better cooper-
ation performance. In MARL with centralized training, deep
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coordination graph (DCG) (Böhmer, Kurin, and Whiteson
2020) factorizes the joint value function according to a coor-
dination graph to achieve a trade-off between representational
capacity and generalization. Deep implicit coordination graph
(Li et al. 2020) allows to infer the coordination graph dynam-
ically by agent interactions instead of domain expertise in
DCG. Ruan et al. (Ruan et al. 2022) learn an action coordina-
tion graph to represents agents’ decision dependency, which
further coordinates the dependent behaviors among agents.

4 Topology-based Multi-Agent Policy
Gradient

In this section, we propose Topology-based multi-Agent
Policy gradiEnt (TAPE), which exploits the agent topology
for both stochastic and deterministic MAPG. This use of the
agent topology provides a compromise between facilitating
cooperation and alleviating CDM. The primary purpose of
the agent topology is to indicate relationships between agents’
policy updates, so we focus on policy gradients of TAPE here
and cover the remainder in supplementary material. First, we
will define the agent topology.

The agent topology describes how agents should consider
others’ utility during policy updates. Each agent is a vertex
v ∈ V and E is the set of edges. For a given topology, (V, E),
if eij ∈ E , the source agent i should consider the utility
of the destination agent j in its policy gradient. The only
constraint we place on a topology is that ∀ i, eii ∈ E , because
agents should at least consider their own utility in the policy
gradient. The topology captures the relationships between
agents’ policy updates, not their communication network at
test time (Foerster et al. 2016; Das et al. 2019; Wang et al.
2019; Ding, Huang, and Lu 2020). Connected agents consider
and maximize each other’s utilities together. Thus, the shared
objective makes each individual agent form a coalition with
the connected neighbors. We use the adjacency matrix E to
refer the agent topology in what follows.

In our agent topology framework, DOP (Wang et al. 2020c)
(policy gradient given in section 2) and other independent
learning algorithms’ has an edgeless agent topology. The ad-
jacency matrix is the identity matrix and no edge exists in the
topology. With no coalition, DOP agent will only maximize
its own individual utility Qi, and hence is poor at cooperation.
Although DOP adopts a mixing network for the individual
utilities to enhance cooperation, an agent’s ability to coop-
erate is still limited, which we will empirically show in the
matrix game experiments. Methods with centralized critic
such as COMA (Foerster et al. 2018), FACMAC (Peng et al.
2021) and PAC (Zhou, Lan, and Aggarwal 2022) yields the
fully-connected agent topology. In these methods, there is
only one coalition with all of the agents in it (all edges exist
in the topology), and all agents update their policies based
on the centralized critic. Consequently, they suffer from the
CDM issue severely, because the influence of an agent’s sub-
optimal behavior will spread to the entire multi-agent system.

4.1 Stochastic TAPE
Instead of global centralized critic (Foerster et al. 2018), we
use the agent topology to aggregate individual utilities and

critics to facilitate cooperation among agents for stochastic
MAPG (Wang et al. 2020c). To this end, a new learning
objective Coalition Utility for the policy gradient is defined
as below.

Definition 1 (Coalition Utility). Coalition Utility Ui for
agent i is the summation of individual utility Uj of connected
agent j in agent topology E, i.e. Ui =

∑n
j=1 EijUj , where

Uj(s, aj) = Qϕ
tot(s,a)−

∑
a′
j
πj(a

′
j |τj)Q

ϕ
tot(s, (a

′
j ,a−j)).

Uj is the aristocrat utility from (Wang et al. 2020c; Wolpert
and Tumer 2001). Eij = 1 only if agent j is connected to
agent i in E and Qϕ

tot is the global Q value function. Coalition
utility only depends on in-coalition agents because if agent
j is not in agent i’s coalition, Eij = 0. With the coalition
utility, we propose stochastic TAPE with the policy gradient
given by

∇J1(θ) = Eπ

[∑
i

∇θi log πi(ai|τi)Ui

]
(1)

= Eπ

∑
i,j

Eijkj(s)∇θi log πi(ai|τi)Q
ϕj

j (s, aj)

 ,

(2)

where kj ≥ 0 is the weight for agent j’s local Q value Q
ϕj

j
provided by the mixing network. The policy gradient deriva-
tion from Eq. 1 to Eq. 2 is provided in the appendix A. Since
the local utility of other in-coalition agents is maximized
by the policy updates, cooperation among agents is facili-
tated. Pseudo-code and more details of stochastic TAPE are
provided in the appendix E.1.

4.2 Deterministic TAPE
Current deterministic MAPG methods (Peng et al. 2021;
Zhang et al. 2021; Zhou, Lan, and Aggarwal 2022) yield
fully-connected agent topology, which makes agents vulnera-
ble to bad influence of other agents’ sub-optimal actions. A
mixing network fmix is adopted to mix local Q value func-
tions Qπi

i . Each agent uses deterministic policy gradient to
update parameters and directly maximize global Q value
Qπ

tot = fmix(s,Q
π1
1 , · · · , Qπn

n ). We use the agent topology to
drop out utilities of out-of-coalition agents, so that influence
of their sub-optimal actions will not spread to in-coalition
agents. To this end, Coalition Q is defined as below.

Definition 2 (Coalition Q). Coalition Q Qi
co for agent i is

the mixture of its in-coalition agents’ local Q values with
mixing network fmix, i.e.

Qi
co(s,a) = fmix(s,1[Ei1]Q

π1
1 , · · · ,1[Ei,n]Q

πn
n ), (3)

where 1[Eij ] is the indicator function and 1[Eij ] = 1 only
when edge Eij exists in the topology.

During policy update, out-of-coalition agents’ Q values
are always masked out, so agent i’s policy learning will not
be affected by out-of-coalition agents. Based on Coalition Q,
we propose deterministic TAPE, whose policy gradient is
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(a) Three Matrix Games
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Figure 1: (a) gives the proposed three matrix games of different levels. We use different colors for different levels of game. Blue
represents Easy, green represents Medium and red represents Hard. (b), (c) and (d) give evaluation results. Stochastic TAPE
has the best performance because the agents directly maximize joint utility to achieve strong cooperation. The only difference
between TAPE and DOP is that TAPE adopts the agent topology. Although COMA is seen as a weak baseline on SMAC, it
achieves much better performance than DOP. QMIX fails to perform well in these games as they are not monotonic games.

given by

∇J2(θ) = ED

[∑
i

∇θiπi(τi)∇aiQ̂
i
co(s,a)|ai=πi(τi)

]
(4)

where Q̂i
co(s,a) = fmix

(
s,1[Ei1]Q̂

ϕ1

1 , · · · ,1[Ei,n]Q̂
ϕn
n

)
and Q̂ϕi

i (τi, ai,mi) = Qϕi

i (τi, ai,mi) − α log πi(ai|τi) is
the local soft Q value (Zhang et al. 2021) augmented with
assistive information mi which contains information to assist
policy learning towards the optimal policy as in (Zhou, Lan,
and Aggarwal 2022). After dropping out agents not in the
coalition, the bad influence of out-of-coalition sub-optimal
actions will not affect in-coalition agents. More details and
pseudo-code are provided in the appendix E.2.

5 Analysis
5.1 Agent Topology
Although the agent topology can be any arbitrary topology,
a proper agent topology should be able to explore diverse
cooperation pattern, which is essential for robust coopera-
tion (Li et al. 2021; Strouse et al. 2021; Lou et al. 2023a;
Yan et al. 2023). We studied three prevalent random graph
model: Barabási–Albert (BA) model (Albert and Barabási
2002), Watts–Strogatz (WS) model (Watts and Strogatz 1998)
and Erdős–Rényi (ER) model (Erdős, Rényi et al. 1960). BA
model is a scale-free network commonly used for citation and
signaling biological networks (Barabási and Albert 1999).
WS model is known as the small-world network where each
nodes can be reached through a small number of nodes, re-
sulting in the six degrees of separation (Travers and Milgram
1977). While in ER model, each edge between any two nodes
has an independent probability of being present. Formally, the
adjacency matrix E of ER agent topology (V, E) for n agents
is defined as ∀i ∈ {1, .., n}, Eii = 1; ∀i, j ∈ {1, .., n},
i ̸= j, Eij = 1 with probability p otherwise 0.

In research question 1 of section 6.3, we found that ER
model is able to generate the most diverse topologies, which
in turn help the agents explore diverse cooperation pattern
and achieve strongest performance. Thus, we use ER model
to constitute the agent topology in the experiments.

5.2 Theoretical Results
We now establish policy improvement theorem of stochastic
TAPE, and prove a theorem for the cooperation improvement
from the perspective of exploring the parameter space, which
is a common motivation in RL research (Schulman, Chen,
and Abbeel 2017; Haarnoja et al. 2018; Zhang et al. 2021;
Adjodah et al. 2019). We assume the policy to have tabular
expressions.

The following theorem states that stochastic TAPE updates
can monotonically improve the objective function J(π) =
Eπ [

∑
t γ

trt].
Theorem 1. [stochastic TAPE policy improvement theo-

rem] With tabular expressions for policies, for any pre-update
policy π and updated policy π̂ by policy gradient in Eq. 2 that
satisfy for any agent i, π̂i(ai|τi) = πi(ai|τi)+βai,sδ, where
δ is a sufficiently small number, we have J(π̂) ≥ J(π), i.e.
the joint policy is improved by the update.

Please refer to Appendix B for the proof of Theorem 1.
Although this policy improvement theorem is established for
policies with tabular expressions, we provide conditions in
the proof, under which policy improvement is guaranteed
even with function approximators.

Next, we provide a theoretical insight that compared to
using individual critics, stochastic TAPE can better explore
the parameter space to find more effective cooperation pattern.
One heuristic for measuring such capacity is the diversity of
parameter updates during each iteration (Adjodah et al. 2019),
which is measured by the variance of parameter updates.

Given state s and action ai, let ξTAPE
ai,s and ξDOP

ai,s denote the
stochastic TAPE and DOP parameter updates respectively.
The following theorem states that stochastic TAPE policy
update is more diverse so that it can explore the parameter
space more effectively.

Theorem 2. For any agent i and ∀s, ai, the stochastic
TAPE policy update ξTAPE

ai,s and DOP policy update ξDOP
ai,s sat-

isfy that Var
[
ξTAPE
ai,s

]
≥ Var

[
ξDOP
ai,s

]
, and ∆ = Var

[
ξTAPE
ai,s

]
−

Var
[
ξDOP
ai,s

]
is in proportion to p2, where p is the probability of

edges being present in the Erdős–Rényi model, i.e. ∆ ∝ p2.
Theorem 2 shows that compared to solely using individual

critics, our agent topology provides larger diversity in policy
updates to find better cooperation pattern. More details and
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Figure 2: (a) gives a scenario 6x6-3p-4f in LBF. 6x6-3p-4f stands for 6x6 grid-world with 3 players and 4 fruits. (b) In 8x8-2p-3f,
stochastic TAPE achieve best performance. While in the more difficult task 15x15-4p-5f (c), deterministic TAPE outperform its
base method and all other baselines. See stochastic TAPE against DOP, and deterministic TAPE against PAC for comparison.

proof are provided in the appendix C. It is worth noting
that although a large hyperparameter p in the agent topology
means larger diversity in parameter updates, the CDM issue
will also become severer because the connections among
agents become denser. Thus, p must be set properly to achieve
compromise between facilitating cooperation and avoiding
CDM issue, which we will show later in the experiments.

6 Experiment
In this section, we first demonstrate that by ignoring other
agents in the policy gradient to avoid bad influence of their
sub-optimal actions, cooperation among agents is severely
harmed. To this end, three one-step matrix games that require
strong cooperation are proposed. Then, we evaluate the effi-
cacy of the proposed methods on (a) Level-Based Foraging
(LBF) (Papoudakis et al. 2021); (b) Starcraft II Multi-Agent
Challenge (SMAC) (Samvelyan et al. 2019), and answer sev-
eral research questions via various ablations and a heuristic
graph search technique. Our code is available here1.

6.1 Matrix Game
We propose 3 one-step matrix games, which are harder ver-
sions of the example in introduction. The matrix games are
given in Fig. 1(a). We use different colors to show rewards in
different games (blue for Easy, green for Medium and red for
Hard). The optimal joint policy is for both agents to take ac-
tion a0. But agent A0 lacks motivation to choose a0 because
it is very likely to receive a large penalty (−8 or −16). Thus,
this game requires strong cooperation among agents. In the
Medium game, we further increase the penalty for agent 0 to
choose a0. In the Hard game, we keep the large penalty and
add a local optimal reward at (a1, a1). Note that these matrix
games are not monotonic games (Rashid et al. 2020b) as the
optimal action for each agent depends on other agents. The
evaluation results are given in Fig. 1.

With the agent topology to encourage cooperation, stochas-
tic TAPE outperforms other methods by a large margin and is
able to learn optimal joint policy even in the Hard game. DOP
agents optimize individual utilities, ignoring utilities of other
agents to avoid the influence of their sub-optimal actions,
which result in severe miscoordination in these games. But
since DOP agents adopt stochastic policy, they may receive

1github.com/LxzGordon/TAPE

some large reward after enough exploration. But the learning
efficiency is much lower than stochastic TAPE. COMA is
a weak baseline on complex tasks (Samvelyan et al. 2019)
(0% win rate in all maps in section 6.3). But since COMA
agents optimize global Q value (expected team reward sum)
instead of individual utility in DOP, it can achieve better
results on these tasks requiring strong cooperation. These
matrix games demonstrate the importance of considering the
utility of other agents in cooperative tasks. With the agent
topology, stochastic TAPE can facilitate cooperation among
agents and alleviate CDM issue simultaneously.

6.2 Level-Based Foraging
In Level-Based Foraging (LBF (Papoudakis et al. 2021)),
agents navigate a grid-world and collect randomly-scattered
food items. Agents and food items are assigned with levels. A
food item is only allowed to be collected when near-by agents’
level sum is larger than the food level. Reward is only given
when a foot item is collected, assigning the environment with
sparse-reward property. Test return is 1 when all food items
are collected. Compared baselines include both value-based
methods: QMIX (Rashid et al. 2020b) and QPLEX (Wang
et al. 2020a), and policy-based methods: DOP (Wang et al.
2020c), FACMAC (Peng et al. 2021) and PAC (Zhou, Lan,
and Aggarwal 2022). Scenario illustration and results are
given in Fig. 2.

To make 8x8-2p-3f more difficult, food items can only
be collected when all agents participate. In this simple and
sparse-reward task, with the stochastic policy and enhanced
cooperation, stochastic TAPE outperforms all other methods
on convergence speed and performance. While in 15x15-
4p-5f, only state-of-the-art method PAC and deterministic
TAPE learn to collect food items. With the agent topology to
keep out bad influence of other agents’ sub-optimal actions,
deterministic TAPE achieves best performance.

6.3 StarCraft Multi-Agent Challenge
StarCraft Multi-Agent Challenge (SMAC) (Samvelyan et al.
2019) is a challenging benchmark built on StarCraft II, where
agents must cooperate with each other to defeat enemy teams
controlled by built-in AI. We evaluate the proposed meth-
ods and baselines with the recommended evaluation protocol
and metric in six maps including three hard maps (3s vs 4z,
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Figure 3: Experiment results on SMAC. (a-c) give the results in hard maps, and (d-f) are results in super-hard maps. After adopting
our agent topology to facilitate cooperation and alleviate CDM issue, stochastic TAPE and deterministic TAPE outperforms their
base methods respectively. See stochastic TAPE against DOP, and deterministic TAPE against PAC for comparison.

5m vs 6m and 2c vs 64zg) and three super hard maps (corri-
dor, MMM2 and 6h vs 8z). All algorithms are run for four
times with different random seeds. Each run lasts for 5× 106

environmental steps. During training, each algorithm has four
parallel environment to collect training data.

Overall results The overall results in six maps are pro-
vided in Fig. 3. We can see deterministic TAPE outperforms
all other methods in terms of performance and convergence
speed. In 6h vs 8z, one of the most difficult maps in SMAC,
deterministic TAPE achieves noticeably better performance
than its base method PAC and other baselines. It’s worth
noting that after integrating agent topology, both stochastic
TAPE and deterministic TAPE have better performance com-
pared to the base methods. This demonstrates the efficacy
of the proposed agent topology in facilitating cooperation
for DOP and alleviating CDM issue for PAC. Especially, in
2c vs 64zg, stochastic TAPE outperforms all of the baselines
except for our deterministic TAPE while its base method
DOP struggles to perform well.

Next, we answer three research questions by ablations and
additional experiments. The research questions are: Q1. What
is the proper model to constitute the agent topology? Q2. Is
there indeed a compromise between facilitating cooperation
and suffering from the CDM issue? Q3. Is the agent topology
capable of compromising between facilitating cooperation
and the CDM issue to achieve best performance?

Q1. We study three prevalent random graph models:
Barabási–Albert (BA) model (Albert and Barabási 2002),
Watts–Strogatz (WS) model (Watts and Strogatz 1998) and
the Erdős–Rényi (ER) model (Erdős, Rényi et al. 1960) via
visualization and ablation study. First, we generate 1000
topologies for 12 agents with each model and give the visual-
ization result in Fig. 4(a), where x−axis is average degree and
y−axis is connectivity (minimum number of edges required,
by removing which the graph becomes two sub-graphs). Av-
erage degree and connectivity are two essential factors for

agent topology as they reflect the level of CDM issue and
cooperation. Compared to the other two models, ER model
generates much more diverse topologies, covering the area
from edgeless topology to fully-connected topology. Then,
we evaluate stochastic TAPE with each model on MMM2, a
super hard map in SMAC. Results are given in Fig. 4(b). For
the random graph models, the larger the graph diversity in
Fig. 4(a), the stronger the performance is. Thus, we constitute
the agent topology with ER model in other experiments. For
fully-connected topology, the performance demonstrates very
large variance, because once a sub-optimal action occurs, its
bad influence will easily spread through the centralized critic
to all other agents. It is worth nothing that the graphs can
also be generated via Bayesian optimization, but this may
also result in limited graph diversity, causing unstable or even
worse performance. Thus, how to generate agent topology
via optimization-based methods remains a challenge.

Q2. The compromise here means the more connection
among agents to improve performance, the severer CDM
issue becomes, and when it is too severe, it will in turn affect
performance. To answer this research question, we devise
a heuristic graph search technique. During policy training
of agent i, we generate n topologies with the ER model
in each step and use them to update the agent policy. Af-
ter obtaining n updated policy [πi

1, .., π
i
n], we evaluate the

post-update global Q value Q
π−i,πi

j

tot and choose the pol-
icy with largest global Q value as the updated policy, i.e.

πi = argmaxj Q
π−i,πi

j

tot . The motivation of this heuristic
graph search technique is that global Q value is the expected
future reward sum, which shows the post-update performance.
Using this technique, we can find the topology with better
performance. Then, we respectively use the graph search
technique when p is small or large and give the visualization
of preferred topologies in Fig. 5. The results confirm that the
compromise does exist, because (1) facilitating cooperation
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Figure 4: (a) and (b) show the results and performance of using different models to constitute agent topologies. BA is
Barabási–Albert model, WS is Watts–Strogatz model, ER is Erdős–Rényi model, EL (Edgeless) and FC (Fully-Connected) are
the topologies adopted in DOP and PAC respectively. ER has the most diverse topoloies and strongest performance. (c) and (d)
show the performance of stochastic TAPE and deterministic TAPE in MMM2 with difference hyperparameter p for ER model.
Evaluation metric is test win rate and scores are normalized by the base method. In base method DOP, p = 0 and base method
PAC p = 1. The boxplot is obtained with four different random seeds, and the red lines show the mean performance.
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Figure 5: The heatmaps show the difference between the frequency of edges being present and the probability p. Source and
Destination represent starting node and destination node of an edge. During training, over 1 million agent topology is generated.
According to the law of large numbers, the difference is always around 0 when the heuristic graph search technique is not used
in (b). In (a) and (c), we adopt the heuristic graph search technique to choose the agent topology with strongest performance.
When p is too small (0.01 in (a)), the connection among agents is too sparse, weakening cooperation among agents. Therefore,
agent topologies with more edges can facilitate cooperation and are preferred by the graph search technique. As a results, the
difference is always positive in (a). On the contrary, when the connection is too dense (p = 0.3 in (c)), topologies with less edges
are preferred because they stop bad influence of sub-optimal actions from spreading and have better performance, resulting in
negative differences in (c).

by building more agent connections when there is little CDM
issue (Fig. 5(a)), and (2) removing connections to stop bad
influence of sub-optimal actions from spreading when CDM
issue is severe (Fig. 5(c)), can both improve performance.

Q3. We answer this research question by giving the perfor-
mance with different hyperparameter p, as it controls the level
of CDM issue and cooperation. The results are given in Fig.
4(c), (d). Large p stands for dense connections, where agents
are easily affected by sub-optimal actions of other agents but
cooperation is strongly encouraged. Small p means sparse
connections, where sub-optimal actions’ influence will not
easily spread but cooperation among agents is limited. (c)
and (d) are drawn at the end of training and half of training
to show the convergence performance and speed respectively.
We can see the performances first increase when p is small
and later decrease when p is too large. The best performance
appears at the point where the cooperation is strong and CDM
issue is acceptable. From the results, we can say our ER agent
topology is able to compromise between cooperation and al-
leviating the CDM issue to achieve the best performance.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we propose an agent topology framework,
which aims to alleviate the CDM issue without limiting
agents’ cooperation capacity. Based on the agent topology, we
propose TAPE for both stochastic and deterministic MAPG
methods. Theoretically, we prove the policy improvement the-
orem for stochastic TAPE and give a theoretical explanation
about the improved cooperation among agents. Empirically,
we evaluate the proposed methods on several benchmarks.
Experiment results show that the methods outperform their
base methods and other baselines in terms of convergence
speed and performance. A heuristic graph search algorithm
is devised and various studies are conducted, which validate
the efficacy of our proposed agent topology.

Limitation and Future Work In this work, we consider
constructing agent topology with existing random graph mod-
els without learning-based methods. Our future work is to
adaptively learn the agent topology that can simultaneously
facilitate agent cooperation and alleviate the CDM issue.
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